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ABSTRACT Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) is able to extract low-resolution protein shape information without requiring
a specific crystal formation. However, it has found little use in atomic-level protein structure determination due to the uncertainty
of residue-level structural assignment. We developed a new algorithm, SAXSTER, to couple the raw SAXS data with proteinfold-recognition algorithms and thus improve template-based protein-structure predictions. We designed nine different matching
scoring functions of template and experimental SAXS profiles. The logarithm of the integrated correlation score showed the best
template recognition ability and had the highest correlation with the true template modeling (TM)-score of the target structures.
We tested the method in large-scale protein-fold-recognition experiments and achieved significant improvements in prioritizing
the best template structures. When SAXSTER was applied to the proteins of asymmetric SAXS profile distributions, the average
TM-score of the top-ranking templates increased by 18% after homologous templates were excluded, which corresponds to
a p-value < 109 in Student’s t-test. These data demonstrate a promising use of SAXS data to facilitate computational protein
structure modeling, which is expected to work most efficiently for proteins of irregular global shape and/or multiple-domain
protein complexes.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the considerable progress that has been made in
protein folding and structure prediction, template-based
modeling (TBM), which uses experimental structures of
homologous proteins to guide the modeling procedure, is
still the only reliable method for predicting high-resolution
protein structures (1,2). The critical step of TBM is the identification of correct template proteins from the Protein Data
Base (PDB) library (3) through a procedure called threading
(4,5). The current threading algorithms work well in recognizing templates that have an evolutionary relation to the
target proteins. However, for a target lacking homologous
templates, the threading algorithms often fail to rank the
best alignments to the top, which significantly degrades
the power of computer-based protein structure predictions.
To overcome this barrier, investigators have developed
a variety of methods to exploit the raw experimental data,
obtained mainly from x-ray crystallography (6) and NMR
spectroscopy (7–9), to assist the computational modeling
algorithms for high-resolution structure determination.
Compared with x-ray crystallography, the small-angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) technique is advantageous in that it
allows proteins to be studied at near-physiological conditions
and does not require crystal formation. SAXS provides
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low-resolution structural information about many proteins
that are recalcitrant to crystallization. Furthermore, in
contrast to NMR, it has no macromolecular mass limitation.
Nevertheless, SAXS has drawn far less attention in the field of
protein structure determination, mainly due to the low resolution of the data (10–50 Å) (10). Unlike x-ray crystallography
and NMR data, which specify atomic coordinates, SAXS
only provides the shape information of protein molecules in
the form of distance histograms without atomic assignment.
Furthermore, it lacks a standard SAXS metric in the distance
profile assessment and comparison, which could be most
sensitively used for atomic-structure determination.
In this work, we explore the possibility of combining
SAXS data with computational protein structure prediction,
thereby improving the ranking and selection of templates
generated by threading algorithms, the most critical step
of TBM structure prediction. This issue was partially addressed by Zheng and Doniach (11), who used SAXS data
to filter templates generated by gapless threading. Because
the optimal query-template alignments will almost always
have gaps/insertions, the gapless threading data cannot be
used for the real process of protein structure prediction.
Here, we developed a new algorithm called SAXSTER
(Fig. 1) to systematically examine the sensitivity of various
SAXS metrics to template ranking and selection. We used
query-template alignments generated by one of the stateof-the-art threading algorithms, MUSTER (12), although
the algorithm can be applied to alignments generated by
any other programs. We focused mainly on difficult protein
targets that lack homologous templates in the PDB library.
The SAXSTER server and programs are freely available
at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/SAXSTER.
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Threading-based template identification
For a given query protein, we used MUSTER (12) to thread the sequence
through a nonredundant set of proteins collected from the PDB, with the
purpose of identifying template proteins having similar structure to the
query. The scoring function of aligning the ith residue of the query and
the jth residue of the template is given by

Sði; jÞ ¼

20
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FIGURE 1 Flow chart of SAXSTER, combining SAXS data and
MUSTER for protein structure prediction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data set
To train and test the SAXSTER algorithm, we collected a list of nonhomologous proteins from PISCES (13), using a sequence identity cutoff of 30%,
sequence length of 50–1000 AA, R-factor < 0.15, and resolution better than
1.5 Å. We first selected 200 structures to derive the effective scattering
factors for coarse-grained (CG) SAXS simulation, and 341 proteins (201
easy and 140 hard, according to MUSTER) to train the SAXSTER energy
function. Another set with 412 structures (232 easy and 180 hard) was used
as the test set for the algorithms. To further test the hypothesis that SAXS
information should be the most sensitive for proteins of elongated topology,
we selected entries from the remaining protein list that satisfied two criteria:
1), a SAXS pair distance distribution function (PDDF) peak that is at most
20% of the maximum pairwise distance; and 2), a MUSTER Z-score < 7.5.
This included 141 proteins that constituted our second test set of proteins. In
addition, we collected a set of five proteins for which SAXS experimental
data are available to validate our CG model and to test the SAXSTER
procedure for a real case of SAXS data.

Outline of the SAXSTER protocol
The SAXS-assisted MUSTER fold-recognition algorithm, SAXSTER,
consists of five steps: threading-based template identification, full-length
model construction, CG SAXS profile calculation, SAXS data matching,
and template re-ranking. The inputs of SAXSTER include the amino acid
sequence of the target proteins and SAXS data (either the intensity profile
in reciprocal space or the PDDF in real space), with outputs being the
template structures and the query-template alignments (see Fig. 1).

(1)

where q is the query and t is the template. The first term in Eq. 1 represents
the sequence-derived profiles, where Pcq(i, k) is the frequency of the kth
amino acid at the ith position of the multiple sequence alignment by PSIBLAST at an E-value cutoff of 0.001, Pdq(i, k) is the remote homology
frequency matrix by PSI-BLAST with E < 1.0, and Lt(j, k) is the logodds profile of the template. The second term denotes the secondary structure match, and d(sq(i), st(j)) ¼ 1 when the secondary structures of i and j are
the same, and 1 when they are different. The third term counts for the
depth of the aligned residues, where Pst(j, k) is the depth-dependent structure profile and Lq(i, k) is the log-odds profile of the query. The fourth, fifth,
and sixth terms compute the match between the solvent accessibility, f
angle, and j angle of the query and template, respectively. The seventh
term counts the hydrophobic match of the residues based on the hydrophobic scoring matrix. The last parameter of c7 is introduced to avoid the
alignment of unrelated residues in the local regions. The best tuning parameters are c1 ¼ 0.66, c2 ¼ 0.39, c3 ¼ 1.60, c4 ¼ 0.19, c5 ¼ 0.19, c6 ¼ 0.31,
c7 ¼ 0.99, go ¼ 7.01, and ge ¼ 0.55, which we obtained by maximizing the
average template modeling (TM)-score of 111 training proteins. All of the
nine parameters were searched through a nine-dimensional lattice system
(12). Parameters c1–7 are the weighting parameters in Eq. 1, and go and
ge are gap-opening and gap-extension penalties, respectively, in dynamic
programming.
For each template, only the best alignment is selected by the NeedlemanWunsch dynamic programming. The templates are then ranked by Z-score:

S  hSi
Z  score ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ;
2
hS2 i  hSi

(2)

P ali
where S ¼ 1=Nali Ni¼1
Sði; iÞ is the sum of raw scores from Nali aligned
residue pairs. Based on our benchmarking test, when Z-score > 7.5, 98%
of the templates will have a correct fold with TM-score > 0.5, and when
Z-score < 7.5, only 5.3% of the templates will do so. Therefore, we define
the proteins with a template of Z-score > 7.5 as easy targets, and those with
Z-score < 7.5 as hard targets. The MUSTER program and the database can
be freely downloaded at http://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/MUSTER/.

Full-length model construction from threading
alignments
Threading models almost always contain gaps or insertions. Because SAXS
data are usually obtained from full-length models, to extract the appropriate
SAXS profile from templates, we tried three different methods to quickly
construct the full-length Ca trace models. In the first approach, the aligned
residues are first copied from the template and kept frozen. The structures in
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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the unaligned regions are built by a self-avoided random walk of Ca-Ca
bond vectors of fixed length 3.8 Å starting from the N-terminal of each
gap. During the random walk, any walk with a distance to other nonneighboring Ca atoms < 3.8 Å will be discarded. Virtual Ca(i-1)-Ca(i)-Ca(iþ1)
bond angles are restricted in the range of 65 –165 . To guide the random
walk toward its end point, only walks with l < 3.54n are allowed at each
step (where l is the distance between the current Ca and the first Ca of
the next template fragment, and n is the number of remaining Ca-Ca bonds
in the walk). For a template gap that is too big to span by a specified number
of unaligned residues, the aligned residues in both sides of the gap will be
gradually released until l < 3.54n is satisfied before the random walk starts.
Detailed discussions about the sensitivity of the calculated SAXS profile to
the gap size by random walk are given in the Supporting Material.
The second method uses MODELLER (14) to build full-length models
from threading alignments. From a given query-template alignment, we
ran MODELLER using the automodel class in the standard mode. Because
MODELLER constructs models by optimally satisfying the spatial
restraints from the alignment, MODELLER models are usually very close
to the template structure but with loops filled.
The third approach uses the loop/tail modeling component of I-TASSER
(15,16), which keeps the threading aligned structure frozen. It was run on
a single replica with 200 sweeps, which took <1 min for most of the test
proteins.

SAXS profile calculations from atomic protein structures

(3)

where q ¼ (4p sinq)/l is the scattering vector in Å1 units sampled up to
qmax¼ 0.50 Å1 in the bin size of Dq ¼ 0.01 Å1; l is the x-ray wave length;
2q is the scattering angle; N is the number of atoms of the model; W is the
number of ‘‘dummy’’ water molecules around the protein representing the
hydration shell; dij is the distance between atoms i and j; and f(q) is
the atomic scattering factor, which depends on the specific atoms (H, C,
N, O and S). All hydrogen atoms are taken implicitly and their positions
are assumed to be in the correspondent heavy atom coordinates that are
covalently bonded. The term for the contribution of the solvent to the
scattering pattern is added in the scattering factor (17):

fi ðqÞ ¼

 rbulk Vi exp

!
2=3
Vi 2
q ;

4p

(4)

where fivac ðqÞ is the vacuum contribution of atom i taken from the International Tables for Crystallography (18), and rbulk is the electronic density
of the bulk water at 20 C (its value is fixed in our simulation by
rbulk ¼ 0.334 eÅ3). The excluded volume Vi by the ith atom or atomic
group (CH, CH2, CH3, NH, NH2, NH3, and SH) is taken from previous
experimental values (17,19).
Furthermore, our calculation includes an explicit model with W water
molecules around the protein molecule with a hydration shell ~3 Å thickness (20). To take into account these water molecules in our model, we
started from a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice system with edge length
Lcell, where each point in the lattice represents a dummy molecule consisting of one oxygen and two hydrogen atoms. Its atomic scattering factor
comes from the vacuum contribution of those two elements. The protein
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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where k ¼ 1,2,3, . is the number of unit cells in the x, y, z directions, and
L ¼ k  Lcell is the maximum length for each direction. Because the FCC
lattice has four effective points per cell (eight on the cube corner contributing one-eighth of its volume plus six in the middle of every face contributing one-half of its volume), each cell contains four dummy waters or
equivalently 40 electrons. Hence, the number of excess electrons per
volume in the hydration shell relative to the bulk water is given by

dr ¼

pðrÞ ¼

For a given protein structure model, we simulate the SAXS intensity profile
according to Debye’s equation:

fivac ðqÞ

rFCC ¼

40 electrons
¼ rshell  rbulk :
L3cell

(6)

The PDDF is calculated from the atomic coordinates of the protein
structure plus dummy water molecules by (21,22):

SAXS profile construction and comparison

 
N
þW N
þW
X
X
sin qdij
IðqÞ ¼
fi ðqÞfj ðqÞ
;
qdij
i¼1 j¼1

structure is then projected onto the FCC system and only dummy waters
in the range of 3.5–6.5 Å to any Ca atoms are kept. The only free parameter
in this model is the density of the lattice represented in terms of Lcell, the
edge of the unit cell in the FCC lattice, which can be represented by the
contrast of hydration shell (dr) as follows:
The density of points NFCC in the FCC lattice with volume VFCC is
defined by

N
þW N
þW
X
X



fi ðq ¼ 0Þfj ðq ¼ 0Þd r  dij ;

(7)

i¼1 j¼1

where d (r) is the Dirac function. We use a sampling grid on r with step 1 Å.
It is expected that p(r) will be a smooth function (23), but in some cases we
find a slightly oscillatory pattern that comes from treating coordinates of
atoms as single points without any dimension. To overcome this problem,
we smooth p(r) using the same algorithm used in the GASBOR real-space
version (21).

SAXS profile calculations from Ca-trace models
Because our threading-based models are composed solely of a carbons, we
extend the CG model of Yang et al. (24) to calculate the SAXS profiles from
the Ca traces:

8
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where dij is the distance between the ith and jth components of the system
(Ca or H2O), N is the total number of residues in the protein chain, and W is
the number of dummy waters around it. In contrast to Yang et al.’s model,
however, our hydration shell representation contains dummy waters arranged in an FCC lattice where the number of water molecules is adjusted
to mimic the density contrast effect. Consecutively, this approximation is
faster than Yang et al.’s approach because it uses fewer water molecules
rather than considering several dummy molecules around the protein taken
from an equilibrated bulk solvent (water box). Thus, the FCC approach is
faster without compromising accuracy. For instance, from our experimental
target set composed of five proteins, we have <c2>FCC ¼ 0.62, whereas
<c2>water box ¼ 0.59, which is essentially the same result. Furthermore,
our CG model represents the pairwise distribution of the protein in real
space in addition to the intensity profile, which makes the approach more
flexible for many applications.
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alignments, we combine the threading Z-score and the SAXS data as
follows:

In Eq. 8, feff (q) is the effective scattering factor:

*

feff ðqÞ ¼

 +1=2
n X
n
X
sin qdij
fi ðqÞfj ðqÞ
;
qdij
i¼1 j¼1

(9)

where h$$$i denotes the average over all residues of the same type calculated from 200 randomly selected high-resolution PDB structures, n is
the number of atoms for a given residue type, and the term f(q) in Eq. 9
is calculated by means of Eq. 4. As a result, we have 20 effective scattering
factors for each amino acid type. In the case of dummy water, its effective
scattering factor is calculated by Eq. 9 with n ¼ 3, dij ¼ 0, with fi(q) being
the vacuum scattering factors for either hydrogen or oxygen.

Scomb ði; jÞ ¼ ZMUSTER ði; jÞ þ wFSAXS ði; jÞ;

where i and j correspond to the query and template structures, respectively;
ZMUSTER(i, j) is the Z-score of the threading alignment; FSAXS(i, j) is the
SAXS profile match of the query and template structures, which can take
any scoring format in Table S1; and w is the weighting parameter to balance
the threading score and SAXS data.
In Table S1, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) between the
template and SAXS profiles is defined as
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SAXS data fitting
We calculated the SAXS profiles for the templates using the CG model from
full-length models built by random walk, MODELLER, or I-TASSER as
described above. The literature (20) suggests a density of the hydration shell
(rshell) 10% higher than the density of the bulk solvent (rbulk). For 20 C,
rbulk ¼ 0.334 eÅ3 and rshell ¼ 1.10  rbulk ¼ 0.367eÅ3. Then, the
density contrast dr ¼ rshell  rbulk~0.03. A plain grid search to the density
contrast dr in the range of [0.00–0.03] in step 0.005eÅ3 was carried out
for each template model to minimize the scoring functions according to this
free parameter.
The density contrast dr in Fig. 2 was adjusted to fit the experimental
profile by the CG model with dr in the range of [0.00–0.05]. The fitting
in reciprocal space was made by minimizing the profile matching function
I in Table S1 using Ij(q) ¼ kIjCG(q), where k is a scaling factor. In real space,
we used function IX in Table S1.
In principle, small dr produces large unit cells (Lcell) through Eq. 6, and
the SAXS profiles would depend on the orientation of the protein structure
in the lattice. The lowest nonzero level of dr is 0.005 and it leads to a lattice
of parameter
pﬃﬃﬃ Lcell ¼ 20 Å, which has a nearest-neighbor distance
d0 ¼ Lcell = 2 ~14 Å. The next level of dr ¼ 0.010 leads to d1 ~ 11.2 Å.
On the other hand, the resolution limit of SAXS (d) data can be approximated by d ~ 2p/qmax, where qmax is the maximum scattering vector of
the SAXS profile. Then for qmax ¼ 0.50 Å1, the resolution limit d ¼
12.6 Å ~ d0 > d1, and therefore the orientation of the protein in this FCC
lattice has minor importance for the SAXS profile calculations.

(10)

(11)

where the sum runs through m evenly distributed positions in the r space.
The correlation in q space can be written similarly.

Parameter training
To determine the weighting parameter in Eq. 10, we selected 341 nonredundant training proteins (201 easy and 140 hard) with the alignments to
templates generated by MUSTER. The value of w is determined by minimizing the linear regression of TM-score and Scomb:

G ¼

temp
341 N
X
X

fgðTMði; jÞÞ  Scomb ði; jÞ þ bðiÞg;

(12)

i¼1 j¼1

where the g function is in a sigmoid form:

gðTMði; jÞÞ ¼

k1
þ k4 ;
1 þ exp½k2 ðTMði; jÞ  k3 Þ

(13)

with k1 ¼ 9.0, k2 ¼ 30.0, k3 ¼ 0.30 and k4 ¼ 1.0 decided by trial and error in
the training process. Because most of the good templates are found in the
top 100 templates according to the raw score of MUSTER alignment, we
only trained Eq. 12 with Ntemp ¼ 100.
We trained our data using all nine different FSAXS scoring functions. We
obtained the best result from FSAXS ¼ log{1  corr (pi (r), pj (r))}with the
weight parameter w ¼ 0.809.

Ab initio and template-based protein shape restoration
We generated ab initio envelopes from experimental curves using DAMMIF (25), imposing neither point-group symmetry nor anisometry. The
template-based method selects the top hit from all nonhomologous structures available in the template library by using the CG model according
to the scoring function FSAXS ¼ log (1  corr (ptemp (r), pSAXS (r))), where
corr is given by Eq. 11 below. The top template structure was filled by
a distribution of points of an FCC lattice to approximately represent the
volume of the target protein. Finally, all structures were superposed onto
each other through SUPCOMB (26). For easy visualization, surfaces for
both DAMMIF and template-based envelopes were calculated using
NCSMASK (27).

SAXS-assisted template prioritization
Scoring function
For each target, MUSTER generates alignment of the sequence to 40,096
different templates in the library. To improve the selection of template

RESULTS
Validation of the CG SAXS model
Because threading-based models contain only Ca conformations, we used an extended CG model to simulate the
SAXS data from the Ca traces (see Eq. 8). Other programs,
such as CRYSOL (19) and FoXS (28), calculate the SAXS
intensity curve I(q) from full-atomic protein structures,
and two free parameters are used to fit the simulated curves
with the experimental SAXS intensity. In our CG approximation, we need only one parameter, the number of excess
electrons dr (see Eq. 6), to adjust the density contrast of the
hydration shell.
Fig. 2 shows a comparison between the experimental data
and the simulated curves obtained by the CG model in both
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of the experimental SAXS profiles with those obtained by the CG model in both reciprocal (left) and real (right) spaces. (A and A0 )
PF1282 P. furiosus, with SAXS data and structural model taken from the BIOISIS databank (BIOISIS ID: 1RBDGP). (B and B0 ) Lysozyme, with SAXS data
from CRYSOL and structure model from the PDB (PDB ID: 6LYZ). (C and C0 ) PF1528 P. furiosus, with SAXS data and structural model from BIOISIS
(BIOISIS ID: 1AMIGP). (D and D0 ) U2AF65 Splicing factor, with SAXS data and structural model from BIOISIS (BIOISIS ID: 1U2FKP). (E and E0 )
HSA, with SAXS data from our unpublished data and structure from a homologous protein in the PDB (PDB ID: 1AO6A).
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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reciprocal and real spaces for the five proteins for which
SAXS data are available. The experimental PDDF was obtained by GNOM (29), which makes an indirect Fourier
transform from the experimental intensity profile I(q). For
the CG model, we derived the intensities and PDDFs using
Eq. 8. All p(r) values were normalized to unit, and I(q)
profiles were plotted in the relative scale. The values of the
fitting
the c2 of the fittings,
Pn parameter dr and
2
2
1=n k¼1 ðICG ðqk Þ  Iðqk ÞÞ =s ðqk Þ, were attached in each
plot, where n is the number of scattering vectors collected
from experiments, ICG(qk) and I(qk) are respectively the
CG-model derived and experimental values of the intensities
of kth vector q, and s(qk) is the experimental error of I(qk).
Overall, there is a good agreement between the experimental and theoretical curves produced by the CG model,
with an average c2 ¼ 0.624, indicating that the differences
of the curve and data are mainly within the experimental
errors. Generally, the CG model fits slightly better to the
SAXS data for the proteins with experimentally solved
structures than for the proteins that have structures from
homologous proteins or were generated by homology
modeling. For instance, Fig. 2, C and C0 , show the SAXS
profiles for the PF1528 Pyrococcus furiosus with SAXS
data from the BIOISIS databank, where the structure was
generated by homologous modeling (30). The uncertainty
of the long tail at the N-terminus has a major impact on
the mismatch of the theoretical and experimental profiles
(c2 ¼ 0.81). The structures in Fig. 2, D and E, are both
multiple-domain structures. The structure of U2AF65
Splicing factor in Fig. 2 D was obtained from the assembly
of three domains from other homologous proteins, and the
structure of human serum albumin (HSA) in Fig. 2 E was
obtained from a homologous protein 1AO6A. The uncertainty of the domain orientations in these two examples
contributes mainly to the slightly higher mismatch, with
c2 ¼ 0.65 and 1.32, respectively.
Lysozyme is often used as the gold standard for calibration and validation of SAXS simulations (19,21,22,24),
partly because both the high-resolution PDB structures
and SAXS data are available in the databases. The c2 of
the intensities is 0.252 by our CG model (Fig. 2 B). We
also calculated the profiles using CRYSOL (version 2.6)
and FoXS (version 2010), both of which are based on
atomic-structure models. The c2-values for CRYSOL and
FoXS are 0.203 and 0.202, respectively, and thus are slightly
lower than that of the CG models. Nevertheless, these data
confirm that the CG model, which is based on the Ca-trace
only and obtained with a single fitting parameter, can
generate a sufficiently accurate fit to the experiments that
is well below the typical experimental error.
Shape reconstruction by CG SAXS fitting
As the first implementation of the CG model for protein
template identification, we examined the ability of the
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SAXS-based score to reconstruct a 3D protein shape from
1D SAXS pattern data. Here, neither threading alignment
information nor homologous template structures to the
target sequence were taken into account. We carried out
the shape reconstruction process by matching the simulated
PDDF profiles from template protein structures in the nonredundant PDB library with the experimental SAXS profile,
p(r), for each of the five target proteins in Fig. 2. We then
reconstructed the target protein shape from the first template
protein that had the highest profile correlation score (see
Materials and Methods).
Fig. S1 shows a comparison between the low-resolution
envelopes obtained by DAMMIF (25) and that obtained by
our simple template match method. Despite the simplicity
of the method, it successfully reconstructed the target protein
shapes, which are in a close agreement with those obtained
from the sophisticated ab initio restoring programs.
Nevertheless, one cannot expect a simple shape match to
recognize the correct topology of the protein structure, since
multiple arrangements of secondary structure elements may
result in a similar shape but completely different topologies.
In fact, the template proteins with the best SAXS profile
matches have only an average TM-score of ~0.3 in structural
alignment, which is close to the random similarity in the
topology level, whereas the best template recognized by
the threading program MUSTER (12) has a TM-score of
0.51 for the same set of proteins.
Nevertheless, the encouraging results for shape reconstruction suggest that the CG model can be combined with
other protein-structure prediction techniques (e.g., foldrecognition methods) to filter out incorrect templates that
have shape mismatches with the SAXS data.
Selection of the SAXS profile matching score
One can use a number of different ways to compare the
SAXS profiles of two protein structures. Here, we evaluated
the performance of nine different SAXS-profile matching
scores with regard to their ability to recognize the best
protein structure templates, as shown in Table S1.
We first measured the PCC between the TM-score of the
template structure and the SAXS profile matching scoring
function. As an example, Fig. S2, A and C, show the data
for the TM-score versus the Z-score of the SAXS matching
score for a particular target protein (1IC2A) using two
different SAXS-based scoring functions from Schemes I
and IX in Table S1. Although both scoring functions could
recognize good templates (TM-score R 0.5) as having
higher score values, the data distribution from Scheme IX
had an obviously higher overall correlation coefficient
(i.e., the PCC for Scheme I was 0.19, whereas that for
Scheme IX was 0.35). In Fig. S2, B and D, we show the
TM-score values of the templates versus a combination of
the SAXS-profile matching score and the Z-score of
MUSTER threading alignment (see Eq. 10) from the two
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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scoring schemes. After the scores are combined, two distributions have a similar correlation coefficient (~0.73).
However, only the scoring function of Scheme IX improved
the original top template selected by MUSTER and
increased the TM-score from 0.49 to 0.81.
To summarize the results, Table S1 shows the average
PCC and TM-score of selected templates calculated from
341 target proteins. Column 3 presents the results of PCC
obtained using only the SAXS profile matching score, and
columns 4–6 show results obtained using the combined score
of SAXS data match and MUSTER Z-score. The optimal
weights of the combination were determined by training in
a similar fashion for each case (see Materials and Methods).
Overall, the average PCC for SAXS scores was ~0.36. When
combined with the MUSTER Z-score, the SAXS-based
scores VIII and IX have an obviously higher PCC value
than the other scores. Although the average TM-scores of
the first and the best in the top five are all higher than those
of the original MUSTER program, the best performance
comes from Scheme IX in regard to the average TM-score
of the templates. These data suggest that despite the subtle
differences among the SAXS-based scores, they have
different influences on fold recognition, and certain scoring
functions can be more efficient than others.
Function IX in Table S1, in the form of FSAXS ¼
log{1  corr (pi (r), pj (r))}, was finally selected based on
the correlation and TM-score data in our training proteins.
This functional form has three main features that contribute
to its somewhat advanced performance. First, it does not
depend on any scaling factor between the target and
template SAXS profiles. Second, its log function encompassing the entire function enhances subtle numerical differences in the score among top templates (see, e.g., Fig. S2 C),
thereby facilitating the training process for accurate weighting. Third, it is based on real space, which may undergo less
influence through the CG model whose derivation does not
taken into account any excluded volume correction, which
may be more important in reciprocal space.
Results for proteins with SAXS experimental data
Before executing a large-scale test, we applied the
SAXSTER method to the five target proteins for which
TABLE 1

experimental SAXS data are available (see Fig. 2). Here,
we used the combined scoring function of the MUSTER
Z-score and the SAXS profile (Eq. 10), where FSAXS is based
on p(r) in Scheme IX of Table S1 as previously mentioned.
The alignment gaps in the template structures were filled
by random walks. All homologous templates with a sequence
identity >30% to the target protein were excluded in the test.
For the HSA protein, the MUSTER Z-score can rank the
best alignment of the library at the top, and there is no room
for improvement of this target by alignment re-ranking. For
two other cases (6LYZ and 1U2FKP), the SAXS score was
not sensitive enough to recognize better templates.
Although no improvement was demonstrated for these three
cases, we found that SAXSTER selects templates that are
the same as the top templates selected by MUSTER.
SAXSTER outperformed the MUSTER template selections for an easy and a hard protein. For the easy target,
1AMIGP, the TM-scores of the top template selected by
SAXSTER and MUSTER were 0.73 0.68, respectively.
For the hard target, 1RBDGP, the SAXSTER algorithm
increased the TM-score of the top template from 0.35 to
0.42. Generally, the SAXS score is less sensitive to proteins
with a globular shape. However, in this hard target, which
has a globular shape (Fig. 2 A0 ), MUSTER originally ranked
the wrong template with an elongated shape that was filtered
by the SAXS profile data, resulting in the TM-score
improvement.
Results from a large-scale test of template
recognition
We tested SAXSTER on 412 target proteins randomly
selected by PISCES, which included 232 easy and 180
hard cases according to the MUSTER categorization. In
Table 1 we compare the TM-scores of the templates selected
by the original MUSTER Z-score and the SAXSTER scores.
For SAXSTER, we tried the schemes FSAXS¼ log{1  corr
(Ii (r), Ij (r))} for reciprocal space (SAXSTER I(q)) and
FSAXS¼ log{1  corr (pi (r), pj (r))} for real space
(SAXSTER p(r)) to match the SAXS profile with
templates, using three different approaches (random walk,
MODELLER, and I-TASSER) for each to construct the
full-length models from threading alignments.

Average TM score of the first (best in top five) templates selected by different schemes

Methods
MUSTER
þ CRYSOL þ MODELLER
þ FoXS þ MODELLER
þ SAXSTER I(q) þ random walk
þ SAXSTER I(q) þ MODELLER
þ SAXSTER I(q) þ I-TASSER
þ SAXSTER p(r) þ random walk
þ SAXSTER p(r) þ MODELLER
þ SAXSTER p(r) þ I-TASSER
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781

All targets

Easy targets (n ¼ 232)

Hard targets (n ¼ 180)

0.5299 (0.5952)
0.5457 (0.6011)
0.5456 (0.6018)
0.5438 (0.6036)
0.5461 (0.6032)
0.5486 (0.6036)
0.5467 (0.6005)
0.5449 (0.6052)
0.5479 (0.6045)

0.6330 (0.6885)
0.6440 (0.6940)
0.6428 (0.6936)
0.6416 (0.6938)
0.6414 (0.6923)
0.6446 (0.6939)
0.6407 (0.6916)
0.6411 (0.6950)
0.6436 (0.6954)

0.3970 (0.4750)
0.4189 (0.4812)
0.4204 (0.4836)
0.4178 (0.4874)
0.4233 (0.4884)
0.4250 (0.4872)
0.4256 (0.4832)
0.4209 (0.4895)
0.4245 (0.4874)
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In general, the SAXS data helped improve the MUSTER
template ranking with all of the schemes, because the
average TM-scores of the top templates by SAXSTER are
increased. The TM-score improvements are statistically
significant, with a p-value ~106108 in Student’s t-test
for all cases. The CG model with one parameter used in
SAXSTER worked as well as the CRYSOL and FoXS
programs, which exploit the full-atomic-structure models
of the templates. When MODELLER was used to construct
the full-length models, the TM-scores of the first template
by CRYSOL and FoXS were 0.5457 and 0.5456, respectively, whereas that of the CG model in reciprocal space
I(q) was 0.5461. The TM-score of the first template by
CG model in real space p(r) is slightly lower (0.5449), but
that of the best in the top-five models is the highest of all
of the methods (0.6052).
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There are no significant differences between the models
with loops constructed by random walk and by
MODELLER according to the TM-score. The loops constructed by I-TASSER apparently performed better than
those constructed by random walk and MODELLER for
the easy targets, the difference of which corresponds to
a p-value < 103 in Student’s t-test. The difference becomes
indistinguishable for the hard targets. This is probably
because the gaps in the alignments of the hard targets are
too big and the conformations constructed by the three
methods are equally poor.
In Fig. 3 we present the TM-score data for the first
template obtained by MUSTER and those obtained by
SAXSTER using different profile forms and different gapfilling methods. Again, there are more targets above the
diagonal line than below the diagonal line, demonstrating

FIGURE 3 TM-score of the first templates
selected by SAXSTER versus that obtained by
MUSTER. SAXS scoring functions for SAXSTER
are in reciprocal space (left column) and real space
(right column), respectively. Full-length models
were built from a threading alignment by random
walk (A and B), MODELLER (C and D), and
I-TASSER (E and F).
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the improvement gained by using SAXS data compared
with the original MUSTER threading alignments. However,
it is worth mentioning that although SAXSTER improves
the template recognition by changing the original rank of
the templates, it does not attempt to modify the alignments
of MUSTER. If the MUSTER program already ranks the
templates with the correct shape at the top, the SAXS data
cannot improve the result, which explains the unchanged
templates along the diagonal lines in Fig. 3.
For the successful cases, ~93% of the templates selected
by SAXSTER came from the top 10 according to the threading rank. In particular, the best templates of all of the easy
cases were selected from the first 15 hits of MUSTER.
Approximately 90% of the hard targets had templates
picked from the first 10 threading hits, whereas the remaining targets had their best templates selected by SAXSTER
from 10 up to 40 first hits according to the MUSTER
rank. These data indicate that the profile-alignment-based
threading algorithms have the ability to prioritize good
templates in the upper part of their rank, especially for the

dos Reis et al.

easy targets, although they usually have difficulty in ranking
the best alignments at the top, indicating that SAXSTER
only needs to focus on the ranking of the top 100 MUSTER
alignments (see Materials and Methods).
In Fig. 4, A–D, we show four typical examples of
SAXSTER improving template recognition compared with
MUSTER. Both 2FKCA and 2PJPA in Fig. 4, A and B,
are multiple-domain proteins. The top MUSTER hit makes
a completely incorrect alignment for 2FKCA, and has
a correct alignment only for one domain for 2PJPA. The
misorientation of the aligned domains resulted in the mismatched profiles with the SAXS data (see the right column
of Fig. 4, A and B). The SAXS data help filter out the incorrect alignments and rank the correct template at the top.
Accordingly, the TM-scores of the first templates were
increased from 0.16 to 0.61 for 2FKCA, and from 0.48 to
0.81 for 2PJPA.
2W4YA in Fig. 4 C is a single-domain protein. Although
the first template of MUSTER has a shape similar to that of
the target (both are globular), the SAXS profile of the

FIGURE 4 Representative examples of the protein templates selected by MUSTER and SAXSTER. Blue, red, and green cartoons represent the target
structure, model from MUSTER ranking, and model from SAXSTER ranking, respectively. SAXS profiles in reciprocal and real spaces are shown for
each case following the same color codes. The targets are from PDB entries (A) 2FKCA, (B) 2PJPA, (C) 2W4YA, (D) 2RKLA, and (E) 3KLRA. The black
main chain in E is a SAXSTER model with loops generated by I-TASSER; all other models have loops generated by MODELLER.
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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template is completely different from that of the target,
probably because of the different arrangement of the
secondary structure that resulted in a different pairwise
distance histogram. In this example, the SAXS data partly
distinguish the topology of the templates despite their
similar overall shape. This results in an increase in TMscore from 0.19 to 0.43.
Fig. 4 D shows a typical example of the SAXSTER
improvement for single-domain proteins. The target has an
elongated shape with a two-helix bundle, but the first
MUSTER template has a contracted shape. The SAXS
profile data rank the correct template at the top, and the
TM-score increases from 0.32 to 0.49. In these four examples, the average c2-values of the template and target
SAXS profiles have decreased from 18.48 to 0.64, which
demonstrates that the SAXS data were indeed the driving
force behind the template improvements.
The relation of c2 in reciprocal space profiles obtained
between the target and best templates from threading and
SAXSTER is helpful. According to our data, if c2 between
the target and the best template from SAXSTER is at least
half the value of the c2 between the target and template
selected by threading, a better template in fact is picked
by SAXSTER. Otherwise, the balance in the scoring function between threading and SAXS terms plays a role in
determining whether SAXS is useful for a particular target.
Fig. 4, A–D, also show the c2-values for threading and
SAXSTER templates. In all four cases, the c2-values for
the SAXSTER models are much lower than half the value
of the c2-values for the best threading models, indicating
that SAXSTER outperformed MUSTER.
Although the SAXS profiles were obtained from the
target structures, it is interesting to note that there are
a few cases in Fig. 3 where incorporation of the experimental SAXS data degraded the template recognition. In
Fig. 4 E we show one such typical example from 3KLRA.
The best template obtained by MUSTER is 1K8MA, which
has both its N-terminus (1S-14T) and C-terminus (109E125E) unaligned. The full-length structure model by
MODELLER has the unaligned regions randomly stretched
out (red structure in Fig. 4 E) and therefore results in distortion of the SAXS profile shape. As a result, SAXSTER
picked up an incorrect template from 2JFGA, which has
a better shape match (because the alignment covers the tails)
but a lower TM-score (0.18 vs. 0.46). When I-TASSER was
used to construct the full-length model, the tail structures of
the 1K8MA template were compacted and the correct
template 1K8MA was ranked as the top in SAXSTER (see
black backbone in Fig. 4 E). This example highlights the
importance of loop/tail modeling for SAXSTER.

assumed that the SAXS score should be less sensitive to
proteins of globular topology, since most globular proteins
of similar sizes also have similar shapes and distance
profiles. To test this assumption, we focused on proteins
of elongated shape and examined the ability of SAXSTER
to improve structural modeling for the SAXS-favorable
cases.
Although the structures of the target proteins are usually
unknown, one can use a quantitative method to categorize
the protein shape from SAXS data by examining the
PDDF profile. For instance, the PDDF distributions of
globular particles in SAXS experiments are often symmetric
in real space (Fig. 2, A0 and B0 ), whereas elongated particles
usually have a highly asymmetric distribution (Fig. 2 D0 ).
The critical difference between these proteins lies in the
relative position of the peak value rpeak of p(r) related to
the maximum intramolecular distance Dmax. For a sphere
particle, rpeak/Dmax~0.525, where Dmax corresponds to its
diameter. For proteins of elongated shape, the rpeak/Dmaxvalue should be much smaller than 0.525. Therefore, in
the new test set, we collected 141 proteins that satisfied
the following criteria: 1), the SAXS PDDF peak ratio (rpeak/
Dmax) ¼ <0.2, i.e., 20% of the maximum pairwise distance;
and 2), the top MUSTER template has a Z-score of <7.5.
Fig. 5 shows a head-to-head comparison of the first
templates obtained by MUSTER and SAXSTER. There is
indeed a more significant improvement of SAXSTER on
this set of elongated proteins compared with the proteins
of mixed shape and topology. There are 57 proteins that
have the first template with a higher TM-score than
MUSTER, where in 16 cases the TM-score increase is larger
than 0.25, which essentially converts nonfoldable targets
into foldable targets. However, there are 78 cases in which
the TM-score of SAXSTER template is unchanged. We

Testing of SAXSTER on elongated proteins

FIGURE 5 TM-score of the first templates obtained by SAXSTER versus
those obtained by MUSTER for 141 hard proteins with asymmetric SAXS
profile distributions. The full-length models were constructed by random
walk with the SAXS profile calculated in real space.

Because the SAXS profile data essentially consist of a histogram of the pairwise distance of all atoms, it has been
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find that in most of the latter cases, the MUSTER profileprofile alignment has already ranked the best templates at
the top, and there is no room for further improvement
only by template re-ranking. Overall, the average TM-score
by SAXSTER increases by 18% (from 0.3394 to 0.4013).
The improvement is statistically significant, corresponding
to p < 109 in Student’s t-test.
CONCLUSION
We have developed a new method called SAXSTER that
uses SAXS data to improve template-based protein structure
prediction. The strategy first extracts the SAXS profiles
from Ca-based template alignments using an extended CG
SAXS model. The intensity profile of each template is
then matched with the SAXS data of the target proteins to
prioritize the template proteins with a SAXS profile similar
to that of the target. We achieved the best template recognition results when we combined the SAXS profile score with
the original threading alignment scores.
We designed and tested nine different matching scoring
functions to compare the template profile and the SAXS
data for the target. Although all scores showed some degree
of recognition ability for template structures, the logarithm
of integrated correlation score (Scheme IX in Table S1)
showed the best template prioritizing ability and had the
highest correlation with the true TM-score of the target
structures.
We tested SAXSTER on 412 nonredundant proteins. We
found that the SAXS profile data could consistently improve
the overall result of the template recognition of current
threading alignments. Because threading alignments usually
have gaps, we exploited three methods (random walk,
MODELLER, and I-TASSER) to quickly construct the
structure of the missed structural region. Although the
template recognition results are somewhat sensitive to
loop/tail reconstruction accuracy from threading alignment,
all of the improvements over the original threading program
were statistically significant, with p-values ranging from
106 to 108.
To examine the SAXS performance on proteins of elongated shape, we collected a second set of 141 hard proteins
with asymmetric SAXS profile distributions. The average
TM-score of the first templates was improved by SAXSTER
by 18%, which corresponds to p < 109 in Student’s t-test.
In 16 cases, the template TM-score increased by >0.25,
which essentially converted the nonfoldable protein targets
into foldable ones.
Although we obtained encouraging results by using the
SAXS data, it should be noted that in this work we focused
only on re-ranking and selecting the threading templates
without modifying the threading alignments. If the threading algorithms fail to correctly align the target with the
template, or the PDB library lacks appropriate templates,
SAXSTER is unable to obtain correct structural models. A
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2770–2781
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more intensive use of the SAXS data would be to exploit
the SAXS profile as shape constraints to guide the structural
assembly simulation in an approach such as I-TASSER
(16,31). Because the SAXS profile score is most sensitive
to proteins of irregular shape, we expect that a more promising use of the SAXSTER algorithm would be to improve
the template recognition results for multiple-domain
proteins or protein-protein complexes (32). Work in that
direction is currently in progress.
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